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Reference Number:  FOI-101004502664 
 
Response provided under: Freedom of Information Act 2000  
 

Request: 

1. How many times has your authority in the last 12 months had to 
recover a deceased dog from the highway or road ?  

 
2. What is the procedure when you recover deceased dogs and domestic 

animals from the highway or road, what is done to identify and return 
recovered animals to there owners.  

 
3. Does your authority scan animals found deceased on the roads to     

identify there owners or keepers ?  
 

4. Does your authority have a policy or standing instruction on the 
recovery of deceased dogs and domestic pets and if so please could I 
have a pdf copy or similar.  
 

      5. Does your authority have a contract for the disposal of deceased 
           recovered domestic animals with a disposal service provider, if so who is   
           this and what services are provided, how many times in the last 12  
           months have they provided services, if possible can you provide details. 
 
Response :  
 

1. There have been 14 dead dogs reported and removed between April 
2018 and March 2019. 

 
2. We receive reports of dead animals through our contact  centre or via                

online reporting system on our website. These reports are then 

forwarded electronically to our contractor. 

 

         If the animal found is a cat or dog, our contractor will check to see if it           
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            has a valid ID chip.  

            We do not have access to the database of registered pets. 

            We have an agreement with one vet currently; however others do                    

            assist our contractor occasionally when requested. The vet will attempt    

            to contact the owner as the new data protection laws forbid them from  

            passing our contractor the owner’s information. 

 

3.  Please see above 

 

4. We do not have a policy at present, but we have a process that the      

contractor follows. This is more flexible and allows improvements to the 

service to be made. 

  5.    No. 

 
Information provided by: Environment Service  
 
Date of response:  25th June 2019 


